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days of Chlorox and Philco. Outside of the household sector, where appliances and cleaning 
chemicals paired off together for the convenience of the modern housewife, the other 
commercial sector in which partnerships were common was the automotive industry. While 
his wife was busy bleaching all his clothes white, the modern American man would see 
advertisements in his paper, in which Ford and Ferrari would recommend Shell Oil. This early 
co-branding would evolve and the power of two brands effectively endorsing each other 
would prove a potent combination.

Modern brands: Living the singLe Life 
The modern brand is a carefully constructed and protected commodity. Brands (and their 
agencies) spend huge amounts of time and money differentiating themselves from their 
competitors within their sector. 

At the same time, traditional forms of advertising and sales promotion have become diluted 
by the proliferation of media and an increasingly marketing-savvy consumer base, so brands 
are looking for ways of reaching new markets and increasing return on investment.

Positioning a brand in front of an entirely new set of consumers can be an uphill struggle 
– both expensive and time-consuming. The solution? Find a complimentary brand that is 
already visible to the desired audience.

entering the dating MarKet 
Rather than braving it alone with a new target 
market, brands have realised they can take 
advantage of some of the equity locked in 
their brands and customer bases by working 
in partnership with a non-competitive brand 
that complements and adds value to their 
own product or service.

Just as consumers choose and combine 
brands to reflect their own identity, so can other brands. The company you keep says a lot 
about you, and successful joint campaigns can open up new avenues of opportunity with 
minimum investment. They can help improve customer perceptions, re-kindle interest in 
your brand and promote loyalty.

It is not easy finding the perfect brand partner and it is important to take a strategic rather 

impossibly large hair are in a kitchen with some impossibly 
large appliances. A housewife is complaining about a dirty 
shirt collar.]

Housewife: Stubborn, stuck in dirt like this, wash suds just 
won’t get it all out.  
Saleswoman: You shouldn’t expect them to.
Housewife: [Incredulous] Oh?
Saleswoman: This oily worn in body dirt is suds proof. 
[She crosses over to an impossibly large washing machine.]
Saleswoman: It takes a special kind of cleaning power, the kind 
you get from Chlorox.
[She holds up an impossibly large bottle of Chlorox bleach.]
Housewife: You mean besides bleaching, Chlorox really cleans 
stubborn dirt out?
Saleswoman: Positively. And that’s a good reason why your new 
Philco High Speed Duomatic Washer Dryer Combination has a 
bleach dispenser, that stores a three-week supply of Chlorox. 

The commercial ends with the saleswoman triumphantly pulling 
a bright bleached white shirt from the impressively named 
Philco High Speed Duomatic Washer Dryer Combination. 
The housewife, who can look forward to a future free from the 
drudgery of laundry, and a wardrobe free from any colours, is 
apparently overjoyed. 

TV spots such as this are now regarded as broadcasting curios from a forgotten age, but 
for all their hackneyed dialogue and clunky production values, these advertising campaigns 
can be cited as the origins of the brand partnership. Two brands coming together to 
communicate a mutually beneficial message; a powerful marketing strategy that is today 
employed by sophisticated global players such as Nike, Apple, American Express and Sony. 

Brand partnerships are nothing new, although the mechanisms through which they are 
created, and the strategies in which they are employed are a lot more refined than in the 

in the quest to engage with consumers, brands are increasingly turning to other brands 
to create meaningful, mutually-beneficial partnerships. but should they be casually 
dating, committing to a long term relationship, or engaging in a series of casual flings? by 

Mark St Andrew and Olivia Solon

the earLy days: Co-branding in bLaCK & white 
[Scene: black & white 1960’s kitchen. Two women with 

▶

“This early co-branding would evolve and the power of two brands

 effectively endorsing each other would prove a potent combination.”
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paRtneRshIp 

stYLe?

InCest
Sometimes it’s safer to team up with members of your own brand 
family. There seems to be less of a risk of being caught out, since there 
are likely to already be shared R&D costs. Rather than creating an 
entirely new brand, you can take two brands that already have saliency 
with consumers and combine them in an original way. Be warned, the 
results are not always that palatable. 
Example: Kraft blending Philadelphia and Vegemite to create a 
new spread. 
Also: Gillette shavers and Duracell batteries

the heaRtbReaKeR
Some brands get a bit of a name for themselves for jumping into 
bed with lots of different partners. This is usually only possible when 
the ‘promiscuous’ brand is strong enough to ensure that it is not 
diluted. They don’t tend to commit to any single brand for a long term 
relationship, but create wonderful limited edition combinations that 
leave their partner and the consumer wanting more.
Example: Marmite teaming up with Guinness to create a beer-
flavoured spread and Theo Fennell to create a silver Marmite lid.
Also: Fiat teamed up with Mattel to create the Barbie car, and 
Puma and Diesel to create other branded cars. Same applies 
to Mini.

one-nIght stand
These are short-term co-promotional arrangements for a quick win, 
usually for a short term sales spike or data capture. These are easy to 
arrange without c-suite level involvement, but rarely have any lasting 
impact. They can often attract promiscuous consumers who will be 
drawn to a brand purely because of a promotional offer on another.
Example: Walt Disney teamed up with Hawaiian Airlines around 
the launch of Lilo & Stitch, which was set in Hawaii. The airline 
created special promotions targeting families and featured 
the cartoon characters on the billboard and Disney movie was 
shown on board.
Also: Cadbury offering consumers a Benefit lipstick by 
purchasing Flake chocolate bars

sugaR daddY
This is when a big established brand wants to appeal to a new 
generation by affiliating itself with a younger or trendier brand. The 
trendy brand tends to benefit from the big distribution network of the 
established brand. This can be a risky strategy for both parties if the 
brand stretch is too far.  
Examples: Adidas and the Japanese designer brand Yamamoto 
teaming up to create Adidas Y3. Adidas benefits in brand image 
from the “coolness” of Yamamoto and steps into the style arena 
while Yamamoto benefits from the size and network of Adidas to 
increase brand awareness. 
Also: UPS and Royal College of Art

Long-teRM CoMMItMent
The paradigm of brand partnerships, when two 
brands show a long term commitment to each 
other, creating new and unique co-creations. 
This is not for the faint-hearted, and most 
partnerships break down before the deal is 
sealed. The brands must have clear synergies 
and a deep understanding for their respective 
business practices. Brands share R&D and 
marketing costs and create an entirely new 
product that allows both brands to reap the 
benefits. Requires C-suite level involvement but 
can provide a long-term revenue stream.
Examples: Nike and Apple teaming up to 
create Nike+.
Also: Breitling and Bentley

Co-dependenCY
These sorts of partnerships bring together 
parties that depend on each other to accomplish 
their goals that typically compete for projects 
and resources. This usually means partners 
within the same category teaming up. This 
could be to develop a new industry standard 
technology or to fight against a larger competitor.  
Example: To conquer the iced tea market, 
Nestle and Coca Cola united against 
Unilever’s Lipton range. Nestle would create 
and market the product, and Coca Cola 
would distribute it. 
Also: Sony and Ericsson teaming up to 
create mobile phones, Star Alliance, Airbus

open MaRRIage
They say variety is the spice of life. That’s 
why some brands choose to pursue multiple 
complementary brand alliances within different 
categories. This can help broaden the brand’s 
customer base through association. Frequently 
seen between technology companies and FMCG 
brands where a machine is developed to use a 
replaceable cartridge – such as coffee machines, 
shaving equipment etc.  
Examples: Philips has partnered 
with Unilever to create an iron in the 
Netherlands, with Sara Lee to create the 
Senseo coffee machine and with Nivea for 
its Cool Skin electric shaver.  
Also: Retailers such as H&M teaming up 
with fashion designers like Karl Lagerfeld, 
Stella McCartney, Roberto Cavalli etc
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calippo: calippo use virtual incentives to up sales in the real world the dating guide for brands 2010
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BRAND
Calippo

BRAND OWNER
Unilever

CATEGORY
FMCG

REGION
Spain

DATE
April – September 2008

AGENCY
Mindshare

www.creamglobal.com
more on

▶ Calippo is a well known brand in Spain, with a reasonable high level of 
penetration amongst the core target audience, but it wanted to increase 
the average frequency of consumption among 11-17 year-olds

Realising teens do not make a real difference between 
the “real world” and the digital world, Calippo 

developed a partnership with Habbo Hotel, the most 
successful virtual world in Spain for our target.

Habbo Hotel teens need “habbo credits” to 
buy “furnies” (elements they use to furnish their 
rooms) and the more “furnies” they get the 
more popular and successful the user becomes. 

Normally the only way to get habbo credits is 
buying them, but Calippo offered them for free and 

additionally offered them other activities, games, 
“furnies”, rooms, badges, etc that would give added 

value to their lives. Calippo put codes in the covers of the ice lollies 
which could be exchanged for habbocredits at www.calippo.com. This 
activity was supported by TV, magazines and online, with all creative 
carrying a call to action relating to Habbo Hotel.

Some 626,761 codes were exchanged for habbocredits, and the value 
sales increased by 20,66% versus the previous year. 298,170 Calippo 
Badges were delivered within the Habbo Community and the Calippo room 
(within Habbohotel) was the most successful room during the period of the 
campaign. The site www.calippo.com received 1,232,996 visits during the 
period of the campaign becoming the top ice cream site in Spain.
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The interplay between the two brands spanning online and offline, 
requiring repeat purchase of both, is a great way to drive loyalty 
and the sales results speak for themselves.
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